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Methods to design, analyze, 
understand, improve, model, 
and optimize systems

Used to greater extent in 
other complex industries

Industrial and Systems Engineering
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One System – Pioneered by 

Mechanical Engineering Design

• Functional design lifecycle

• V, spiral, waterfall models

• ‘design for X’

System of Systems – Systems 
integration

• Axiomatic design

• System modeling language

70%+ of systems engineering problems involve improving existing 
systems. 

Common Improvement Concepts: 

• Understand current process 

• Draw picture of process logic 

• Use data (before/after) 

• Test improvement ideas

Common Improvement Tools: 
• Lean 
• Six Sigma

• PDSA
• DMAIC

Models are an artificial representation of the real world

Example: Regression Model
• Widely used and trusted 
• Still informative despite 

“errors”: 
• Relationship strength (R2) 
• Relationship magnitude 

(slopes)
• Significant effects and 

interactions (coefficients)

Challenges

Impact
From 2012-2016, HSyE has successfully worked in 39 health systems in 6 
states, resulting in: 

• $25.6 million savings
• 147 prevented harmful 

incidents
• Improved access for 

approximately 32,000 
patients
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• SE can positively impact health systems on any scale
• Implementation is key to the success of a SE project.
• Clinician-engineer partnering across cultures can be difficult.
• Systems engineering as an improvement strategy is a commitment. It 

may take several years to hit stride

Challenge 1
Focusing on 

high 
leverage 
project

Conduct 
engineering   

project
(“routine”)

Challenge 2
Test, refine, 
implement
in practice

Challenge 3
Measure and

evaluate       
actual impact

Challenge 4:  Relationships, shared vision, win-win commitment

The relative complexity and focus of each SE tool varies 

The three main focuses of systems engineering: (1) design, (2) improvement, and (3) optimization

Regression model example

HSyE National impact measures from Sept 2012- June 2016

Design review system

System modelling language

Common Applications 
of Systems Engineering

• Flow, Waits, Delays
• Logistics, Capacity
• Quality, Lean, 6s
• Safety, Reliability
• Treatment, Medical 

Decision Making
• Policy
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• Almost every other complex industry uses systems engineering tools and methods to increase 
efficiency, flow, quality, safety, and access

• Increasingly advocated in healthcare (IOM, PCAST, AHRQ, NIH)

Robust vs typical design

Robust design methods

The DMAIC process

Above: the DMAIC process
Left: PDSA
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Optimization Function 
and Constraints

Excel-based simulation

IOM/NAE/PCAST reports Advisory Report to 
Obama (5/14)

6/15 IOM/NAM
Timely Access

• “But successful examples of how to do and sustain
this are rare”

• Aggressive mechanisms needed to scale up ISyE
application and workforce

What is Systems Engineering? A. Design Methods

B. Improvement Methods

C. Quantitative Models

Conclusions

Impact and Challenges

Background and Motivation


